Bluffton University Football
All-Conference Honorees
(Updated through 2005)

MID-OHIO LEAGUE
(1950-1970)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honorees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1950 | Charles Spencer – HB  
     | Hugh Frost – LB |
| 1951 | Bob Smucker – OB  
     | Charles Spencer – HB  
     | Leland Garmatter – QB (2nd)  
     | Jim Oliver – DE |
| 1952 | Jim Oliver – DE |
| 1953 | Jim Oliver – DE |
| 1954 | Charles Spencer – HB  
     | Jim Benroth – OE  
     | Jim Siewert – OG (2nd) |
| 1955 | Jim Bishop – C  
     | Jim Siewert – OT  
     | Elbert Dubenion – HB  
     | Darrell Diller – LB  
     | Willie Taylor – HB |
| 1956 | Tom Reichenbach – QB  
     | Elbert Dubenion – HB  
     | Harry Weibel – DT  
     | Willie Taylor – HB |
| 1957 | Jim Buffenbarger – OE  
     | Tom Reichenbach – QB  
     | Willie Taylor – HB |
| 1958 | Chet Foraker – OE  
     | Jim Buffenbarger – OE  
     | Joe Urich – QB  
     | Elbert Dubenion – HB  
     | Jim Weaver – DT  
     | C.K. Steiner – DT  
     | Joe Urich – LB  
     | Ed Smoker – HB |
| 1959 | Ron Lora – DE  
     | Glenn Snyder – C  
     | Joe Urich – QB  
     | John Weber – FB  
     | Jim Weaver – DT  
     | Joe Urich – LB  
     | Harold Garverick – LB  
     | Larry Hedden – HB |
| 1960 | Bill Montgomery – OT  
     | Bill Lape – HB  
     | Joe Steiner – NG  
     | Ralph Reichenbach – DE |
| 1961 | Bill Lape – HB  
     | Mike Goings – FB  
     | Ralph Reichenbach – DE  
     | Joe Steiner – NG  
     | Ed Smoker – LB |
| 1962 | Larry Stover – OT |
| 1963 | Larry Copeland – OE  
     | Larry Stover – OT  
     | Ralph Pitzer – OG  
     | Paul Etter – QB  
     | Mike Goings – HB  
     | Roger Benner – LB  
     | Darol Jameson – HB |
| 1964 | Bruce Moyer – C  
     | Darol Jameson – HB  
     | Dave Enz – DE  
     | Jon Reichenbach – LB |
| 1965 | Jim Sommer – OE  
     | Roy Young – OE  
     | Doyle Fausey – OT  
     | Lynn Martin – OG  
     | Art Tuel – QB  
     | Mike Goings – HB  
     | Dave Enz – DE  
     | Jim Wright – DT  
     | Roger Benner – LB  
     | Jon Reichenbach – LB |
| 1966 | Doug Reichenbach – OT  
     | Dave Enz – DE  
     | Don Hamilton – DT  
     | Paul Hostettler – HB  
     | Ed Diller – LB |
1967
Jim Sommer – OE
Jim Setterlin – OT
Tom Roush – OG
Bob Hewitt – HB
Mike Gabes – DE
Larry Crow – DT
Don Hamilton – LB
Paul Hostetler – HB
Pete Eiselstein – HB

1968
Bob Hewitt – HB
Mike Gabes – DE
Steve Clark – DG
Ed Diller – LB
Ed Herring – HB

1969
Jim Setterling – OG
Ken Casey – HB
Mike Gabes – DE
John Schwartzhoff – DG
Gary Cox – LB
Jim Bell – HB

1970
Ken Casey – HB
Gary Cox – LB
Terry Malone – DT

HOOSIER-BUCKEYE (1971-1985)

1971
Henry Freeman – OG
Tim Clark – HB
Steve Sommer – DE

1972
Steve Sommer – DE
Bob Bowerman – NG
Jim Saneda – LB
Myron Ware – DB
Hal Krotzer – OE
Tim Clark – RB
Louis Stokes – OT
Jim Myers – OT

1973
Bob McIntosh – RB
Everett Collier – OG
Sylvester Moore – NG
Hal Krotzer – OE (2nd)

1974
Everett Collier – OG
Sylvester Moore – NG
Mark Roeschley – LB
Al Mitchell – OE (2nd)
Brian Tarpley – DE (2nd)

1975
Blain Secor – OT
Sylvester Moore – NG
Greg Barnett – kick return
Jim King – DE (2nd)

1976
Larry Todd – QB (2nd)

1977
Abe Groves – OE (2nd)

1978
Brett Stopher – DB (2nd)

1979
Abe Groves – WR (2nd)
Mike Morris – RB (2nd)
Kevin Strahley – LB (2nd)

1980
Jamie Fox – DB

1981
Mike Morris – WR (2nd)
Vido Tatum – RB (2nd)
Chip Roper – DB (2nd)

1982
Lee Stubbins – OL
Vido Tatum – RB (2nd)
Kevin Calver – DB (2nd)

1983
Todd Hafner – DL (2nd)

1984
Carl Sonneberger – OL (2nd)

1985
Carl Sonneberger – OL
Ed Coleman – WR
Greg Gilcrease – RB
Hugo Sandberg – K
John Harding – DE (2nd)
Derek Allen – DL (2nd)
Dave Hucke – DB (2nd)

First team selections only

1991
Tyree Thompson – DB

1992
Gary Smiddy – RB
George Bissell – OL
Steve Conkel – DL

1993
Gary Smiddy – RB
Steve Conkel – DL
Adam Tussing – OL

1994
Gary Smiddy – RB
Troy Strock – WR
Steve Haman – OL
Joe Dieringer – DL
Bob Bame – LB
Vance Nofziger – DB

1995
Tory Strock – WR
Jon Kirkton – DL
Dennis Batey – LB
HEARTLAND COLLEGIATE (1998 - Present)

1998
Jeremy Arend – LB
Chad Cavender – TE
Tyson Goings – RB
Joel Parrett – QB
Jeremy Poeppelman – OT (HM)
Jarret Smotrila – DB (HM)
O.J. Blair – DB (HM)
David Perkins – DT (HM)

1999
Tyson Goings – RB
Eric Metz – WR
Joel Parrett – QB
Jarret Smotrila – DB
Greg Ditz – LB (HM)
Clint Fox – C (HM)
Shawn Goetz – DB (HM)

2000
Tyson Goings – RB
Greg Bruns – DE
Greg Ditz – LB
Clint Fox – C
Shawn Goetz – DB
Brad Moore – QB
Jeremy Poeppelman – OT
Rick Orr – OG (2nd)
Josh Slaughter – DB (2nd)
Cliff Willoughby – OLB (2nd)
Brandon Cupples – K (HM)
Demont Watkins – DT (HM)

2001
Jovan Johnson – RB
Brad Moore – QB
Rick Orr – OG
Chris Sommers – LB
Jon Richardson – OLB (2nd)
Lucas Sorrell – OT (2nd)
Jon Spradling – WR (2nd)
Jeff Company – DB (HM)
Travis Lepley – DB (HM)
Ben Schwab – DB (HM)

2002
Brad Moore – QB
Chris Sommers – LB
Luke Wilson – DE (2nd)
Jovan Johnson – RB (2nd)
Jim Dwenger – WR (2nd)
Scott Steiner – LB (2nd)
Travis Lepley – C (HM)
Luke Sorrell – OT (HM)
Brian Steiner – DE (HM)

2003
Chris Sommers – LB
Ben Dodds – RB
Pat Craun – LB (2nd)
Mark Gable – TE (2nd)
Jared Owens – QB (2nd)
Scott Steiner – LB (2nd)
Bill Fisher – WR (HM)
Bryan Lloyd – DL (HM)
Andy Tabler – DL (HM)

2004
Scott Steiner – LB
Rashid Morton – DL
Jeremy Anderson – DB
Seth Burkholder – P/K
Andy Tabler – DL (2nd)
Matt Chiles – DB (2nd)
Ben Dodds – RB (2nd)
Bryan Lloyd – DL (HM)
James Fay – OL (HM)
Mark Gable – TE (HM)
Ryan Christy (Freshman)

2005
Heartland Conference Honorees

First Team
Ben Dodds – RB
Jeremy Anderson – DB
Sam McCullough – LB

Second Team
Bryan Lloyd – DL
Jared Owens – QB
Rashid Morton – DL
James Fay – OL

Honorable mention
Jon Mershman – DL
Jeremy Haselman – TE
Kyle Rode – DB